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Abstract We address the effect of ionospheric outflow and magnetospheric ion composition on the
physical processes that control the development of the 5 August 2011 magnetic storm. Simulations with
the Space Weather Modeling Framework are used to investigate the global dynamics and energization of
ions throughout the magnetosphere during storm time, with a focus on the formation and evolution of the
ring current. Simulations involving multifluid (with variable H+/O+ ratio in the inner magnetosphere) and
single-fluid (with constant H+/O+ ratio in the inner magnetosphere) MHD for the global magnetosphere
with inner boundary conditions set either by specifying a constant ion density or by physics-based
calculations of the ion fluxes reveal that dynamical changes of the ion composition in the inner
magnetosphere alter the total energy density of the magnetosphere, leading to variations in the magnetic
field as well as particle drifts throughout the simulated domain. A low oxygen to hydrogen ratio and
outflow resulting from a constant ion density boundary produced the most disturbed magnetosphere,
leading to a stronger ring current but misses the timing of the storm development. Conversely, including
a physics-based solution for the ionospheric outflow to the magnetosphere system leads to a reduction
in the cross-polar cap potential (CPCP). The increased presence of oxygen in the inner magnetosphere
affects the global magnetospheric structure and dynamics and brings the nightside reconnection point
closer to the Earth. The combination of reduced CPCP together with the formation of the reconnection line
closer to the Earth yields less adiabatic heating in the magnetotail and reduces the amount of energetic
plasma that has access to the inner magnetosphere.

1. Introduction

The impact of the polar wind outflow on the evolution of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system was first
suggested by Shelley et al. [1972]. The abundance of O+ making up the ring current population was reported
by Hamilton et al. [1988] based on particle measurements from CHarge Energy Mass spectrometer (CHEM)
instrument on the Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers/CCE spacecraft, although evidence of its
presence throughout the magnetosphere was also provided by several other studies [e.g., Candidi et al., 1982,
1984; Seki et al., 1998; Mukai et al., 1994; Daglis et al., 1999; Nosé et al., 2005]. Large fluxes of oxygen ions stream-
ing with parallel velocities of v|| ∼ 10 km/s have also been reported in the 4–5 RE polar magnetosphere by
several authors [Waite et al., 1985; Chen et al., 1990; Horwitz et al., 1992].

In recent years global modeling studies have shown the possibility that heavy ions of ionospheric origin, in
particular oxygen (O+), could serve as major contributors to the ring current population [Cladis, 1986; Winglee
et al., 2002; Glocer et al., 2009a; Garcia et al., 2010; Ilie et al., 2013a]. The ionosphere has started to be viewed
as a major, often dominant source of magnetospheric plasma and dynamics, in conjunction with the solar
wind. The inferred magnitude of the ionospheric outflows was sufficiently large that Chappell et al. [1987] and
Huddleston et al. [2005] suggested that ionospheric ions could be the dominant ion population in the plasma
sheet and could entirely control its dynamics. The ambipolar outflow of thermal plasma from the high-latitude
ionosphere, made up mainly of H+, He+, and O+ ions and electrons, has a distinct role in determining the
global magnetosphere dynamics as well as the plasma transport through the ionosphere-magnetosphere
system [Winglee et al., 2002].

The distribution of mass transfer from the ionosphere to the magnetosphere is modulated by both the inter-
planetary magnetic field and the convection electric fields [e.g., Howarth and Yau, 2008]. The reconnection
rate is also affected by the presence of heavy ions [e.g., Shay and Swisdak, 2004]; therefore, during a substorm
with high O+ abundance, the reconnection rate normalized to the upstream proton Alfven speed is reduced.
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Based on Akebono observations, Cully et al. [2003a] suggests that the polar wind outflow is strongly corre-
lated with the solar wind density while anticorrelated with the solar wind velocity. The outflow rates of H+ and
O+ show strong correlation with the solar wind electric field and dynamic pressure while the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) clock angle does not show any influence on the outflow rate.

When ionospheric plasma is included in simulations, most MHD models seem to show improved agreement
with Dst observations along with changes in the cross-polar cap potential (CPCP) and alterations of the length
of the magnetotail. Ionospheric oxygen outflow from the nightside auroral zone plays a key role in determin-
ing plasma sheet density, size, and pressure [Winglee et al., 2002; Garcia et al., 2010; Wiltberger et al., 2010]. The
presence of oxygen slows down the convection, decreasing the transpolar potential while altering the density
and thermal pressure in the plasma sheet [Welling et al., 2011]. These heavy ions influence the plasma pres-
sure and, therefore, affect the local dynamics. Compositional changes in the inner magnetosphere affect the
ring current decay, due to the energy and mass dependence of the charge exchange cross sections [Ilie et al.,
2013a, 2013b]. Glocer et al. [2009a] shows that by including ionospheric outflow during geomagnetic storms,
in addition to a stronger decrease in Dst and in the cross-polar cap potential, the root-mean-square error in
the simulated magnetic field as compared with various GOES satellites improves by as much as 50%.

During times of strong convection, the increased dayside cold plasma density has been linked to the enhance-
ment of dayside ionospheric outflow. Ions of ionospheric origin are thought to preferentially populate the
region where substorm activity occurs and a reduction of convection would reduce the access of the iono-
spheric ions to this region [Cully et al., 2003b]. Moreover, the composition in the inner magnetosphere changes
on a short time scale and over the course of small changes in the IMF, from a magnetosphere dominated by
ionosphere plasma to one of solar wind origin [Winglee et al., 2008]. The polar outflow presents short time and
spatial-scale fluctuations even during periods of low geomagnetic activity [Peterson et al., 2002]. Moreover,
ionospheric outflow could possibly be responsible for the generation of sawtooth oscillations [Brambles et al.,
2011, 2013].

Previous studies have only used, at most, two model configurations (e.g., with or without outflow, or two types
of outflow, or two magnetospheric model configurations). What has not been done yet is a larger-scale study
with several outflow options and several magnetospheric model configurations. This study addresses this
issue with a systematic study combining various regional models to explore the influence of model choice on
the resulting development of a magnetic storm. Specifically, we will examine simulation results of the global
magnetosphere using the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) to reveal the relative importance of
ionospheric outflow and inner magnetospheric composition in the development and evolution of a magnetic
storm. The model setup is described in section 2. The results of our study are described in section 3, while
section 5 presents a summary of the main findings.

2. Model Specifications

The simulations presented here involve up to four components of the Space Weather Modeling Framework
(SWMF) [Tóth et al., 2005, 2012] in various configurations in order to test the relative importance of iono-
spheric outflow and the ion composition in the inner magnetosphere and on the overall dynamics that control
the development of a magnetic storm. The physical domains included in the simulations are the Global
Magnetosphere (GM), Ionosphere Electrodynamics (IE), Inner Magnetosphere (IM), and Polar Wind (PW).

2.1. Global Magnetosphere
The GM domain is represented by the Block Adaptive Tree Solar-wind-type Roe Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US)
global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model [Powell et al., 1999; Tóth et al., 2006] that solves for the transfer
of mass and energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere. In the simulations described here, BATS-R-US
is configured to solve the three-dimensional single-fluid and multifluid MHD equations [Glocer et al., 2009b;
Tóth et al., 2012]. This component provides the inner magnetosphere model, the field line volume in the whole
IM domain, plasma density, and temperature at the outer boundary of the inner magnetosphere domain as
well as the field-aligned currents strength and location for the ionosphere electrodynamics model.

2.2. Inner Magnetosphere
The Rice Convection Model (RCM) [Harel et al., 1981; Toffoletto et al., 2003; De Zeeuw et al., 2004] (the IM model
used for this study) calculates the dynamic behavior of the inner magnetospheric particles in the near-Earth
region in the spatial domain bounded by closed magnetic field lines and populated by keV energy electrons,
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protons, and oxygen ions. The IM component provides the density and pressure along the magnetic field
lines and feeds this information to the GM component so that the MHD results are corrected toward the IM
results [De Zeeuw et al., 2004], while BATS-R-US sets the RCM outer boundary at the last closed magnetic field
boundary calculated by the MHD model. When the RCM is coupled to the single-fluid MHD model (Run 3 and
Run 4), in order to define the temperature of the H+ and O+ ions in the RCM model, we use the BATS-R-US
(MHD) temperature values of the plasma sheet. That is, we calculate kT = Pmp

𝜌
, where mp is the proton mass,

P is the MHD pressure, and 𝜌 is the MHD density. Therefore, the temperature for the hydrogen and oxygen
ions in the RCM code is set to be

(
7.8
8.8

)
kT , and the electron temperature is

(
1

8.8

)
kT . When the RCM code is

coupled with the multifluid MHD model (Run 1 and Run 2), the temperature for both hydrogen and oxygen
ions is set by the multifluid MHD model.

2.3. Ionospheric Electrodynamics
The ionospheric electrodynamics (IE) model of Ridley and Liemohn [2002] and Ridley et al. [2004] consists
of an electric potential solver and a model of the electron precipitation to calculate the height-integrated
ionospheric quantities at an altitude of∼110 km. Calculations of the conductance pattern and particle precip-
itation are based on the field-aligned current information passed from the GM component, while the electric
potential is passed both to the IM and converted to velocity at the inner boundary of GM.

2.4. Polar Wind Outflow
The ionospheric outflow of electrons and O+, He+, and H+ ions is described by the Polar Wind Outflow Model
(PWOM) [Glocer et al., 2007, 2009a], based on the gyrotropic transport equations solved along a number of
magnetic field lines [Gombosi and Nagy, 1989]. The spatial domain is covering the gap region which spans
from ∼1000 km in the ionosphere to the inner boundary of the magnetospheric model at 2.5 RE . The cal-
culated outflow flux sets the inner boundary conditions for the MHD model [Glocer et al., 2009a]. The Mass
Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter (MSIS) empirical model provides the neutral densities that are used to cal-
culate chemical losses and sources. In the simulations that do not use PWOM, the MHD inner boundary is set
with a passive source term in which the density is kept at a constant value and the radial velocity is set to zero.
When an appropriate density is applied, this boundary condition yields a physically reasonable outflow flux
to the magnetosphere [Welling and Liemohn, 2014].

2.5. Simulation Setup
The coupling between these models is done self-consistently through couplers inside the SWMF. Each of the
models within SWMF has been extensively tested, validated, and used for scientific studies of the geospace
[Tóth et al., 2005, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Yu and Ridley, 2009; Ganushkina et al., 2010; Ilie et al., 2010a, 2010b].
An illustration of the components and their coupling within the SWMF is presented in Figure 1.

We conducted four simulations of the 5 August 2011 geomagnetic storm, and Table 1 summarizes the config-
urations and the details of each run. Run 1 and Run 2 use the multifluid MHD version of the BATS-R-US model,
which solves for the continuity, momentum, and energy equation for each species. Run 3 and Run 4 use the
single-fluid BATS-R-US model. The composition in the inner magnetosphere was self-consistently solved for
Run 1 and Run 2 while for Run 3 and Run 4 it was set to a constant ratio throughout the simulation. The GM
inner boundary was set at 2.5 Earth radii (RE) for all four runs while the inner boundary conditions were set
either by the Polar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM) (Run 1) or by a constant density value at the inner boundary
of 28 cm−3 (Run 2 to Run 4 as described in Table 1). The electric potential is provided by the Ridley Ionospheric
Model (RIM) for all runs.

For each of the simulations, GM has a Cartesian grid and the computational domain extends from 32 RE

upstream to 224 RE downtail, 128 RE in both y and z directions, adding up to over 2.5 million cells. The grid
resolution varies from 1/8 RE in the spherical shell 2.5 to 3.5 RE close to the body, to 8 RE near the outer edges
of the domain.

In the case of set constant density on the inner boundary, the numerical diffusion is controlling the outflow
rate. However, numerical diffusion is proportional with the grid size, and in this study we use relatively high
resolution, especially near the inner boundary. In addition, we employ the Boris correction [Boris, 1970] which
artificially reduces the speed of light, allowing the Alfven speed to be limited to the speed of light, and so we
can use a method to increase the time step. Because numerical diffusion is dependent on the maximum wave
speed in the simulation [Powell et al., 1999], using the Boris correction also inhibits the numerical diffusion.
Therefore, even though the outflow is driven initially by the (reduced) numerical diffusion, the MHD regime
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Figure 1. Coupling schematic of the model couplings within SWMF.

overcompensates fast enough to accelerate the particles into geospace. For more details, see Welling and
Liemohn [2014].

All simulations were first ran to reach steady state for the first 2500 iterations with independent local time
stepping within each cell of the BATS-R-US grid. This means that each cell uses a time step based on the
local numerical stability criteria, allowing the BATS-R-US model to accelerate the convergence toward a steady
state. After the steady state is reached, the simulation was allowed to run in the time accurate mode. The
coupling frequency of GM with IM, IE, and PW is 10 s while GM and IE exchange information every 5 s. Also,
the IM-IE and PW-IE coupling frequency was of 10 s.

Table 1. Simulation Setups

Component Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

GM Multifluid Multifluid Single-fluid Single-fluid

BATS-R-US BATS-R-US BATS-R-US BATS-R-US

IM RCM with RCM with RCM with 90% RCM with 70%

composition from composition from H and 10% O H and 30% O

GM GM

IE RIM RIM RIM RIM

PW PWOM Inner BC: r = 2.5 Inner BC: r = 2.5 Inner BC: r = 2.5

nH+ = 28 cm−3, n = 28 cm−3 n = 28 cm−3

nO+ = 2.8 cm−3
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Figure 2. 5 August 2011 event parameters. (first panel to fourth panel) We present all components of the interplanetary
magnetic field (Bx green line, By blue line, and Bz black line) followed the earthward component of the solar wind
velocity (black line) and number density (blue line). Figure 2 (third panel) shows the eastward component of the
interplanetary electric field (blue/black indicates positive/negative values). Figure 2 (fourth panel) shows the Dst and
Sym-H indices (dotted and solid black lines).

Since we do not attempt to reproduce the high level of turbulent transport usually observed in the magneto-
spheric plasma [e.g., Wang et al., 2010; Stepanova et al., 2011], this simulation setup is ideal for describing the
global average state of the near-Earth environment system.

3. Results
3.1. The 5 August 2011 Geomagnetic Storm
The active sunspot region 1261 flared early on 4 August, and the coronal mass ejection (CME) from this flare
eventually led to a geomagnetic storm the next day that produced a steep decrease in the Dst index to−113 nT
while the Sym-H index reached a minimum of −126 nT. This is one of the largest CME-driven storms that
occurred at the end of the prolonged solar minimum leading into solar cycle 24. Figure 2 shows the three com-
ponents of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) in GSM coordinates as measured by the ACE spacecraft (first
panel) during this event. Figure 2 (second panel) shows the earthward component of the solar wind velocity
and solar wind number density. These quantities are also used as input in the SWMF simulation. Figure 2 (third
panel) presents the eastward component of the interplanetary electric field while in Figure 2 (fourth panel)
the Kyoto Dst (1 h resolution) and the Sym-H (1 min resolution) geomagnetic indices are presented.

The solar wind conditions for this event are characterized by a region of increased number density that begins
at ∼1720 UT and doubles relative to its value during the prestorm quiet time period. The solar wind number
density continues to increase during the initial phase of the storm, reaching a maximum value of 47 cm−3 at
∼2000 UT, when it sharply drops to 8 cm−3. This time marks the beginning of the storm main phase when
the IMF turns southward, reaching the largest negative value of ∼−20 nT at ∼1930 UT; it stays negative for
the following 2.5 h and turns northward for another 2 h. The earthward solar wind velocity starts to increase
from 400 km/s to about 600 km/s and remains elevated throughout the storm. The storm recovery lasted
several days.
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Figure 3. (top) Simulation results for the cross-polar cap potential in the Northern Hemisphere (CPCP-N) for Run 1 (red
line) and Run 2 (magenta line) are presented. (bottom) The simulated Sym-H indices for the two runs (color coded as
above) along with the observationally based indices Dst∗ (dashed back line) and Sym-H∗ (solid black line).

3.2. Polar Outflow Effects
Figure 3 presents the simulation results from Run 1 and Run 2, comparing the influence of the physics-based
polar outflow at the inner boundary as opposed to the outflow produced by a prescribed constant density at
the inner boundary.

Figure 3 (top) presents the simulated cross-polar cap potential in the Northern Hemisphere from Run 1 (red
line) and Run 2 (purple line). Figure 3 (bottom) shows the Dst∗ and Sym-H∗ indices (dashed and solid black
lines, respectively) along with the synthetically produced Sym-H index from the two simulations. The lines are
color coded as in the panel above.

The synthetic Sym-H index is calculated with the Biot-Savart integral for all the electric currents encompassed
by the BATS-R-US simulation domain from the inner boundary outward. This quantity is used as a proxy for
the magnetosphere response to the geomagnetic disturbance as calculated by the model. As this synthetic
index is not directly comparable with Dst and Sym-H, the two observationally based indices (Dst and Sym-H)
also cannot be directly compared due to different methodologies used to obtain them (see the study by
Katus and Liemohn, 2013 [2013]). However, they carry important information regarding the response of the
magnetosphere to the incoming solar wind.

Since the SWMF calculated synthetic Sym-H values include contributions from all currents except the effects
of the induced currents within the Earth, the Dst∗ and Sym-H∗ indices are only corrected to exclude the con-
tribution from the induced currents in the Earth. Therefore, Sym-H∗ = Sym-H/CIC and Dst∗ = Dst/CIC , where CIC

= 1.3 [Dessler and Parker, 1959; Langel and Estes, 1985; Kozyra and Liemohn, 2003]. Due to its much higher time
resolution, Sym-H∗ allows for a better comparison with computed output.

The results of Run 2 indicate that not only a stronger magnetic storm is developing but also the magneto-
sphere responds faster than the observations suggest. The synthetic Sym-H produced by Run 1 seems to have
the same timing as the observed Sym-H∗, as reflected by the high correlation coefficient between the model
result and the observationally based indices (0.82 correlation with Dst∗ and 0.85 correlation coefficient for
Sym-H∗; please note that Dst∗ versus Sym-H∗ have a correlation coefficient of 0.85 as well).

Even though Run 1 fails to produce a significant disturbance in the geomagnetic field, with the minimum
simulated Sym-H reaching only −44 nT, the high correlation coefficient between the simulated and observed
indices suggests that the simulation setup from Run 1 produces a reasonable response of the magneto-
sphere to the solar wind conditions and it is closer to Dst observations during storm main phase. Since we
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Figure 4. Pressure (color contours) and current projections (streamlines) in the z = 0 plane from (top row) Run 1 and (bottom row) Run 2 at four distinct times
during the simulations.

are interested more in the overall response of the magnetosphere to the solar wind conditions than one to
one absolute matching of observations, based on analysis of the correlation coefficients, the multifluid MHD
coupled with the polar wind outflow produces a reasonable agreement between the model and observations
during the 5 August 2011 magnetic storm.

The simulated cross-polar cap potentials are very similar for the two runs, up to ∼2400 UT on 5 August. Dur-
ing the second long-lasting southward turning of the IMF Bz , the CPCP produced by Run 1 also shows an
increase correlated with the southward turning of the IMF Bz . Conversely, the CPCP produced by Run 2 shows
no change and remains elevated throughout the recovery phase. However, despite the strong convection
during the main phase of the storm, the ring current does not intensify but rather shows signs of recovery.
This might be due to the fact that even though the convection is high during this time, the low pressure (see
Figure 4) in the inner magnetosphere (indicative of low plasma sheet number density) is followed by the flush-
ing of high-density plasma from the inner magnetosphere, leading to a rapid loss of ring current ions. This
finding is also consistent with Liemohn and Kozyra [2005].

Figure 4 presents the color contours of the pressure and streamlines of the current projections in the z = 0
plane from Run 1 and Run 2. In the case of physics-based outflow (Run 1), the pressure in the inner mag-
netosphere is much smaller compared to the case of Run 2, leading to a weaker and spatially constrained
ring current.

The simulation results for the magnitude of the eastward component of the electric field (color contours)
and the stream traces indicate the projections of the magnetic field lines on the y = 0 plane are presented in
Figure 5. For comparison purposes, we limited the box size to X :[−20 RE , 15 RE] and Z:[−20 RE , 20 RE] in the
plot for all time snapshots during the storm evolution. One striking feature is that the results of Run 2 shows
a nightside reconnection line that is farther from Earth, while the inclusion of the Polar Wind Outflow Model
in the run setup (Run 1) produces an X line closer to the planet. This is especially easily seen for 2200, 2200,
and 0100UT, when the reconnection line for Run 1 resides inside the plotting box, while for Run 2 is further
than 20 RE down the tail. Run 2 produces an inflated magnetosphere, pushing the nightside reconnection line
far in the tail; therefore, a more distant neutral line allows for more adiabatic heating leading to a stronger
intensification of the ring current.

3.3. Composition Effects
Run 3 and Run 4 were set up to use a constant ratio of hydrogen to oxygen ions to be fed into the inner
magnetosphere model (RCM). Therefore, the only difference between the two runs is that Run 4 assumes a 7
to 3 ratio of hydrogen to oxygen ions as opposed to 9 to 1 for Run 3 (in terms of number density). Figure 6 (top)
presents the simulated cross-polar cap potential in the Northern Hemisphere from Run 3 (blue line) and Run 4
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Figure 5. Eastward component of the electric field (color contours) and magnetic field projections (streamlines) in the y = 0 plane from (top row) Run 1 and
(bottom row) Run 2 at four distinct times during the simulations.

(yellow line). Figure 6 (bottom) shows the Dst∗ and Sym-H∗ indices (dashed and solid black lines, respectively)
along with the synthetically produced Sym-H index from the two simulations. The lines are color coded as in
the panel above.

For the first 4.5 h of the simulation, the two runs produce similar results. However, after the IMF Bz turns south-
ward (∼2000 UT), the simulation results start to significantly diverge. The synthetic Sym-H produced by Run
3 starts to drop sooner than the observed Sym-H index, and it reached a minimum (−133 nT) lower than that
observed. Conversely, the response of the magnetosphere during Run 4 is weaker, producing a simulated
minimum Sym-H of only −31.5 nT. The cross-polar cap potentials produced by the two runs are similar only
until the IMF Bz turns southward and after that the convection in the ionosphere starts to differ between the
two runs. Run 4 produces a systematically higher CPCP, except for the time interval when the IMF Bz turns
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Figure 6. (top) Simulation results for the cross-polar cap potential in the Northern Hemisphere (CPCP-N) for Run 3 (blue
line) and Run 4 (yellow line) are presented. (bottom) The simulated Sym-H indices for the two runs (color coded as
above) along with the observationally based indices Dst∗ (dashed back line) and Sym-H∗ (solid black line).
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Figure 7. Pressure (color contours) and current projections (streamlines) in the z = 0 plane from (top row) Run 3 and (bottom row) Run 4 at four distinct times
during the simulations.

northward (2000 UT to 2400 UT). The stronger ring current produced by Run 3 also gives rise to stronger
Region-2 currents which act to weaken the low-latitude electric field, hence shielding the inner magneto-
sphere from the dawn-dusk electric field. This in turn will lower the cross-polar cap potential, as we see in
Figure 6.

Figure 7 presents the pressure contours and current projections on the z = 0 plane. We note that Run 3
produces an increased pressure in the inner magnetosphere as compared to the results obtained using the
simulation setup from Run 4. However, this is to be expected since the ratio on H+ to O+ in the inner magne-
tosphere is set to a constant value, and the mass conservation across the nightside IM boundary allows for a
higher particle number density when we assume a larger fraction of protons, therefore leading to an increased
plasma pressure in the inner magnetosphere.

Figure 8 shows the model results for the magnitude of the eastward component of the electric field (color
contours) while the stream traces indicate the magnetic field lines. We note that for the case when hydrogen
is the more dominant ion in the inner magnetosphere simulation (Run 3), the y component of the electric field
is much weaker in the polar region, consistent with the reduced cross-polar cap potential (see Figure 6).

The increased inner magnetospheric pressure in the Run 3 results inflates the magnetosphere while pushing
the nightside neutral line farther from the body. These findings are also consistent with De Zeeuw et al.

[2004]. The protruded magnetosphere allows the solar wind to be diverted around the magnetosphere rather
than piling-up, reducing the amount of magnetic reconnection that takes place at the magnetopause. Hence,
the convection together with the cross-polar cap potential are reduced.

The location of the nightside neutral X line has great importance in determining the amount of adiabatic
heating that occurs; therefore, the closer the nightside reconnection line gets to the Earth, the less adia-
batic heating takes place. This in turn reduces the amount of heated plasma that has access to the inner
magnetosphere, resulting in a weaker ring current, leading to the development of a less intense storm (Run 4).

Both Run 1 and Run 4 predict weaker ring current due to the neutral line location being closer to the Earth
in these simulations. One similarity of those 2 runs is that higher percentages of oxygen populate the mag-
netosphere. We can infer from this that the presence of oxygen in the plasma sheet can affect the global
magnetospheric structure and dynamics and brings the neutral line closer to the Earth. However, the east-
ward component of the electric field is stronger in the case of no PWOM-driven outflow, and this can also be
seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 8. Eastward component of the electric field (color contours) and magnetic field projections (streamlines) in the y = 0 plane from (top row) Run 3
and (bottom row) Run 4 at four distinct times during the simulations.

4. Discussion

A summary of our findings is presented in Table 2. We found that the simulations that allowed for a low oxygen
to hydrogen ratio and constant outflow produced the most disturbed magnetosphere leading to a stronger
ring current, in agreement with the findings of Glocer et al. [2013]. This is mainly due to the fact that the mag-
netospheric composition in the constant outflow run is dominated by hydrogen (not shown here) and higher
number density plasma. However, the synthetic Sym-H drops too quickly and too sharp, which leads us to
believe that the constant ion flux in the inner boundary of the MHD code misses the timing of the storm devel-
opment. Inclusion of the physics-based polar outflow model leads to a high correlation coefficient between
the modeled Sym-H index and its observed counterpart. That is, the synthetic Sym-H produced by Run 1
shows similar timing as the observed Sym-H∗, as reflected by the high correlation coefficient between the
model result and the observationally based indices (0.82 correlation with Dst∗ and 0.85 correlation coefficient
for Sym-H).

Changing the composition in the inner magnetosphere in a dynamic way alters the total ring current pressure,
which acts as a proxy for the total energy density of the magnetosphere, leading to changes in the magnetic
field as well as particle trajectories throughout the simulated domain.

Conversely, adding ionospheric outflow to the magnetosphere system leads to a reduction in the transpolar
potential, a finding consistent with Winglee et al. [2002], Glocer et al. [2009a], and Garcia et al. [2010].

In this case, it might be due to the fact that near the inner boundary, where the outflow occurs, the increase
of mass alters the calculation of the current in this region, which is directly linked to the ionospheric potential.
This also changes the particle precipitation which by extension alters the height-integrated conductivity in

Table 2. Summary of Findingsa

Run 2 Versus Run 1 Run 3 Versus Run 4

farther nightside X line farther nightside X line

higher equatorial plasma pressure higher equatorial plasma pressure

stronger storm stronger storm

higher Ey lower Ey

higher CPCP during recovery phase lower CPCP
aLess oxygen in the inner magnetosphere will lead to the results

mentioned above.
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the ionosphere. Also, just as in the case of Winglee et al. [2002], the reduction on the transpolar potential is due
to the mass loading the magnetosphere which in turn affects the momentum transfer between the solar wind
and the magnetosphere. However, the relative contribution of these effects requires additional investigation
and is subject to future study.

This changing in the polar cap potential can further alter not only the solution in the magnetosphere but it
can provide feedback to the calculated outflow as well. The presence of oxygen in the plasma sheet can affect
the global magnetospheric structure and dynamics. Moreover, the nightside reconnection point is brought
closer to Earth. The combination of reduced CPCP together with an earthward reconnection line yields less
adiabatic heating. This reduces the amount of heated plasma that has access to the inner magnetosphere pro-
ducing a weaker ring current, therefore a less intense storm. However, the synthetic Sym-H is highly correlated
with its observed counterparts. If we would infer from the results of the single-fluid runs, the variation of the
ionospheric convection potential is not only the primary indication of change in storm strength but is rather
linked to the composition, neutral line location, and pressure/density peak in the inner magnetosphere.

The simulations that allowed for enhanced O+/H+ ratios (by either including the polar wind outflow or increas-
ing the constant ratio) suggested that increasing the oxygen abundance in the inner magnetosphere will
bring the nightside neutral line closer to the Earth. At the same time, the pressure in the inner magnetosphere
decreases, leading to a weaker ring current.

5. Summary and Conclusions

We have analyzed the effect of ionospheric outflow and magnetospheric ion composition on the physical pro-
cesses that control the development of the 5 August 2011 magnetic storm. This event was one of the largest
CME-driven storms that occurred at the end of the prolonged solar minimum leading into solar cycle 24 and
produced a disturbance in the geomagnetic field larger than 100 nT. Simulations using the SWMF in various
setups are used to investigate the global dynamics and energization of ions throughout the magnetosphere,
with a focus on the formation and evolution of the ring current during storm time. For this purpose we con-
ducted numerical simulations involving multifluid (with variable H+/O+ ratio in the inner magnetosphere)
and single-fluid (with constant H+/O+ ratio in the inner magnetosphere) MHD for the global magnetosphere.
The conditions on the inner boundary were set either by specifying a constant ion density of 28 cm−3 or by
physics-based calculations of the ion fluxes by the Polar Wind Outflow Model.

We found that changes of the ion composition in the inner magnetosphere alter the total ring current pres-
sure, which acts as a proxy for the energy density of the magnetosphere, leading to variations in the magnetic
field. This in turn change the particle drifts throughout the simulated domain.

A low oxygen to hydrogen ratio and outflow resulting from a constant ion density boundary produced the
most disturbed magnetosphere leading to a stronger ring current. However, this simulation setup leads
to time shift in the storm development. Conversely, including a physics-based solution for the ionospheric
outflow (PWOM) to the magnetosphere system leads to a reduction in the cross-polar cap potential.

The presence of oxygen in the plasma sheet affects the global magnetospheric structure and dynamics and
brings the nightside reconnection point closer to the Earth. The combination of reduced CPCP together with
an earthward reconnection line yields less adiabatic heating in the magnetotail and reduces the amount of
energetic plasma that has access to the inner magnetosphere.
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